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DARIAH AND THE WORKING GROUP ON DIGITAL ANNOTATIONS
OUTLINE

- the state of digital annotations
- a survey on digital annotation practices
- a systematology for the evaluation of annotation practices and the contextualization of annotation data
- some thoughts on the development of annotating
STATE OF DIGITAL ANNOTATIONS
ACTIVITIES AND DEVELOPMENTS

- ESFRI Projects, EUROPEANA and PELAGIOS
- W3C Open Annotation and Web Annotation
- annotator.js and hypothes.is
- research field specific community projects
THE HIERARCHY BETWEEN ANNOTATED OBJECT AND ANNOTATION

Annotating, the act of creating associations between distinct pieces of information.

Sanderson et al. 2013
THE INTERCHANGEABILITY BETWEEN BODY AND TARGET
Annotations as first-class research publications
THE TEMPORAL PRECEDENCE OF THE ANNOTATED OBJECT
THE VISIBILITY OF ANNOTATIONS AND THE RANGE OF ANNOTATION PRACTICES

collaboration, crowdsourcing and visibility
THE MATRIX OF DIGITAL ANNOTATIONS AND ITS BINARITIES

- private or public
- formal or informal
- subjective or factual
- information content or resource content
- stable or dynamic
- ...
QUESTIONS TO ASK:

1. What are annotations today or in the language of infrastructure projects, which best practices in annotating exist?
2. What needs to be known from annotation contexts so that annotation data can be reasonably used elsewhere? In technical terms, what are the metadata needs?
THE MEANING IN ANNOTATIONS

... or which context dimensions create an impact on the interpretability of annotations
PREVIOUS EFFORTS ON THE INTERPRETABILITY OF ANNOTATIONS IN THE DIGITAL HUMANITIES

- **Chiang**: A Multi-Dimensional Approach to the Study of Online Annotation
- **Bauer & Zierker**: Whipping Boys Explained. Literary Annotation and Digital Humanities
- **Open Annotation**: oa:motivatedBy oa:Motivation
- **Agosti**: A historical and contemporary study on annotations to derive key features for systems design
- **Gradmann**: Beyond Infrastructure
DARIAH WORKING GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE
THE FABRICATION OF THE ANNOTATED OBJECT
THE FRAGMENT
DIMENSION
LAYERS OF MEANING BEHIND THE SURFACE OF ANNOTATED OBJECTS
TRANSPARENCY ABOUT THE SEMANTICS IN THE ANNOTATION
THE DIALOGIC ASPECT OF ANNOTATIONS
OTHER CONTEXT DIMENSIONS

- the user group and audience that is addressed
- the model, structure and renderability of the annotation itself
- the methodological research context in which annotations are created
- the type of availability of the annotated object
- the scientific goal of annotating
EMBEDDING THE SYSTEMATOLOGY

the expressiveness of metadata schemes for the description of annotation data is often not sufficient

vs.

the comprehensive description of annotation in all its dimensions is not feasible
MEANING RESIDES IN AND METADATA IS OFFERED BY

- the shape of infrastructures and social environments
- by human actions and computational processes in and between these environments
- communication about and formal semantics in these environments

as long as there is a certain sense of stability among them
AN ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACH TO INTEROPERABILITY

- interoperability is not just formal semantics, it is also processes, human actions and understanding.
- interoperability should be designed more by strategic publishing and communication goals of researchers.
WHAT’S THE MEANING OF DIGITAL ANNOTATIONS

- we will find out the methodological meaning by describing annotation scenarios in a way that is informed by this or other systematologies on the level of technology, practice and semantics
- comparable efforts take place in the context of the Digital Methods and Practices Observatory (DiMPO) and the Scholarly Domain Model (SDM)
DECOUPLING OF ANNOTATION DATA

- not only does annotating extend its scope of application ...
- ... also annotation data is able to decouple more and more from the methodological frame of its creation
ANNOTATIONS, THE MASTER SIGNIFIER OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE WORK WITH DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

- today, digital annotating relates to any type of knowledge and knowledgwork in science
- they thereby give an example for how digital technologies tone down distinctions that were once more categorial
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